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PPCS Reflective One Way
Mirrored Window Film - 90

x 30cm

$3.49
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Short Description

Use this vinyl sticker film to create a mirror for any of your PC mods. This works great for infinity mirror mods
and other mirror mods. One side is adhesive backed and slightly tinted, the other is a smooth mirror finish.

***Each quantity ordered equals 90cm x 30cm (2 foot x 1 foot). For example, if a quantity of 3 is ordered, we
will send you a 90cm x 90cm (3 foot x 3 foot)***

Description

Use this vinyl sticker film to create a mirror for any of your PC mods. This works great for infinity mirror mods
and other mirror mods. One side is adhesive backed and slightly tinted, the other is a smooth mirror finish.

***Each quantity ordered equals 90cm x 30cm (2 foot x 1 foot). For example, if a quantity of 3 is ordered, we
will send you a 90cm x 90cm (3 foot x 3 foot)***
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Features

Features:

EXCELLENT DAYTIME PRIVACY. Provides great intended privacy during daytime only; the mirror-effect is
reversed at night since the interior will be exposed to more light than the exterior. The side with the
most light will have the mirror-like appearance.
DARK AND REFLECTIVE to create a mirror-like appearance while reducing cooling costs during the
summer through effective heat rejection.
STRONG ADHESIVES to last many years. For easier installation, remember to use A LOT of soap/water
mixture to soak both the adhesive side and window or other surface.
HIGH QUALITY PERFORMANCE films that are sensitive by nature. Please remember to take caution
when handling the film as the slightest fold will create a permanent wrinkle.
FREE TOOLS AND EASY INSTALLATION GUIDE to make installation DIY-friendly. Make sure window or
other surface is completely clean and absolutely free of any blemishes.

Specifications

Specifications:

Brand Name: WXSHSH
Material: PVC
Origin: CN(Origin)
Feature: Self-Adhesive
Surface Treatment: Opaque
Surface Treatment: Stained
Type: Glass Films
Function: Decorative
Function: Explosion-Proof
Function: Heat Insulation
Function: privacy protection
Size: 90x30cm per order (qty)
color: silver-silver
Heat Control Anti-UV One Way Mirror Film: Daytime Privacy Self-Adhesive Window Tint
for Home, office, computer mods: Decorative Reflective window film
Glare Control: Blocking Light Building Decor Solar film
Window Film: Window Sticker Clings Decals Sticker Covering Tint film
Others: self adhesive film
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Additional Information

SKU PPCS-TINT-FILM-90

Weight 1.0000

Color Silver

Case Accessory Type Case Materials


